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As we come to a close on a tumultuous and unprecedented year, we would like to look back and grant recognition to the
achievements and successes we have all accomplished. Despite the many hardships presented by the global pandemic that
we have collectively endured, we are heartened to see our close-knit community banding together and emerging stronger
from it all. We are proud to see that the Manchester community has shown a strong ability to thrive and adapt to the new-
normal of technological advancements. We would especially like to congratulate our graduands who have worked tirelessly
through a global upheaval to accomplish wonderful results despite the many challenges they have had to face. We are
absolutely assured of their professional success as they join the rest of our tight-knit alumni network.

It is with much pride that we saw our social responsibility goals upheld by the Manchester community as many participated
in the University of Manchester Global Charity Run 2020. In reinforcing our commitment to helping those in need, the Centre
also hosted initiatives with HSCA Dayspring SPIN, helping support caregiving and empower single parents with our student
and alumni network. We at the University are always dedicated to improving the welfare of our communities and are glad for
the support of our students and alumni to work towards social responsibility together.

In September, we were honoured to support a virtual panel discussion on brain-inspired computing as hosted by Professor
Dame Nancy Rothwell, President and Vice-Chancellor of the University, and Professor Steve Furber. At the centre, our team
of staff have also been hard at work in supporting the needs of our student and alumni by hosting career development
webinars as well as our inaugural virtual workshop sessions at the centre, which saw close to 100 participants. During these
uncertain times, we are glad to see our alumni associations working together, organising an inaugural joint webinar on
Entrepreneurship in October to a great turnout. With the gradual easing of restrictions, we are all excited for the possibility of
face-to-face events in the near future.

Finally, we are thrilled to further align ourselves with the global movement towards innovation and rapid digitisation with our
contemporary, part-time MSc Financial Management programme. Launching in September 2021, we have received
overwhelming interest due to its transformative effects in providing the exceptional knowledge and experience required for
one to embark on a financial career and rise up within the industry. We are delighted at the prospect of increasing our
student and alumni network in the region and thank you all for your support as we journey on through the new-normal. We
hope that you and your families continue to take care and do keep in touch with us for more information on our latest
developments and updates. 

Happy Holidays and see you all again in the New Year!

Virtual Workshop (in Centre) Experience

Inaugural Virtual Workshops at the South East Asia Centre

Between September and October this year, the Manchester Worldwide (S.E. Asia) centre held our inaugural virtual
workshops at the centre (VW@Centre) to offer our locally-residing students the opportunity to have face-to-face interactions.

While the VW@Centre experience is not meant to replicate face-to-face workshops in their entirety, a vast majority of our
students expressed delight and satisfaction in being able to produce a high quality of work in the conducive environment of
the centre, due to being able to concentrate better and motivate themselves through the presence and influence of their
peers. 

Many of our students also provided feedback that they enjoyed meeting and exchanging ideas with students of differing
backgrounds and industries, which allowed them to take on new perspectives and generate stronger ideas, fostering
productive collaborations. To read more about our review on the virtual workshop experience, click here.

During the process of reopening our centre for the VW@Centre sessions, our team of staff have been working hard on
upholding good safety and hygiene measures in line with the advisories issued by the Singapore government and the
Committee of Private Education (CPE). 

From our observations, we have noticed that students sometimes get over-excited about attending their VW@Centre that
they may forget to observe some of the health and safety measures we have put in place. We would like to urge that
students attending VW@Centre in the next term kindly adhere strictly to centre visitation guidelines, some of which are
outlined in the section below.

We ask for your understanding and cooperation in complying with the safety measures, as this will help ensure that the
South East Asia Centre may continue to operate and support you the best that we can as we approach the new-normal.

Do's and Don'ts when you visit us for your VW@Centre

Improvements for VW@Centre arrangements in the New Year

Updates from the University

University Efforts for the COVID-19 Pandemic and 
other Pivotal Developments

As the coronavirus pandemic continues, many of our researchers, professional service staff, teachers and students are
continuing to play a vital role in combating the detrimental effects of the virus, both on a local and international stage.

Read about some of the University's ongoing efforts in research and other recent achievements below.

Recovering from COVID-19

Staff from across The University of Manchester, led by
Alliance MBS, are working with organisations around the
UK and globally – including local government emergency
planners and resilience officers - to develop successful
plans for ensuring recovery from COVID-19. The team
produces the ‘Manchester briefing on COVID-19’ each week
which brings together international lessons and examples
which may prompt your thinking on response to, and
recovery from, COVID-19.

Read more here

University of Manchester takes part in
research to examine antibiotic treatment
for sepsis in Covid-19

An internationally important research study is looking to
improve the use of antibiotics for patients with Covid-19 at
risk of sepsis. The expert team behind the ADAPT-Sepsis
study are to include seriously ill Covid-19 patients in their
work to make antibiotic prescribing for critically ill patients
with suspected sepsis more effective and targeted.

Read more here

Manchester researchers secure funding
to research recovery, renewal and
resilience to COVID-19

Alliance Manchester Business School (AMBS) has secured
close to £1m in funding to support its research into the long-
term recovery of local communities from the damage
caused by the coronavirus pandemic to develop guidance
and create a framework that can be used to build resilience
in local communities post-COVID.

Read more here

University recognised by THE for social
responsibility work, with award dedicated
to Paul Maccabee

We are proud that The University of Manchester’s work on
social responsibility has been recognised through an
Outstanding Contribution to the Local Community trophy at
the sixteenth annual Times Higher Education (THE)
Awards. This completes a record number of awards in this
category over the past decade!

Read more here

Tips on Productivity while Studying or Working from Home

As the economy is beginning to open up, many of us are still working from home as per company or governmental
directives, and some of us may still be finding the process in adapting to a new work-life balance to be harder than they
thought. Here are some useful ways you can enhance your productivity whilst working or studying at home.

Create a conducive workstation

Carve out a space for yourself at home with sufficient
lighting and space for your work essentials. To boost your
mood and wellbeing, seek out a spot with a window nearby
for some natural light! Ensure that the chair you are working
on is comfortable for long durations, and identify the items
you may need for your work, keeping them close by without
cluttering your desk needlessly. Set aside distractions away
from your workspace and have a plant nearby to maintain a
connection with nature.

Remind yourself to take short breaks

Take your lunch or tea breaks away from your workstation
to ensure that you are well-rested and ready to take on your
work or studies again afterwards! Throughout the course of
your work day, remember to stretch your neck. upper back,
shoulders and lower back to avoid any stiffness or pain
caused from hunching over your desk for long periods of
time. Don't forget to rest your eyes as well, and appreciate
some greenery during your lunch break by gazing out the
window.

Make use of the University's many
resources

Our dedicated team of staff at the South East Asia Centre
have compiled a list of online resources available from the
University and the Alliance MBS to help you with your
career progression, professional pursuits and student
research. Reach out to us at connect@manchester.edu.sg
to obtain a copy of the online resources repository, or get a
sneak peek at it here.

Get to know your academic tutors

Building relationships with your academic tutors may help
you feel more secure and supported in your courses. Being
experts in their fields, academics have a wealth of
experience and advice that they may be able to offer you,
both on your course and in the field of work in which they
specialise. Take the time to attend virtual office hours or
reach out to your academic tutors during workshops and
you can be sure to learn a thing or two!

Health and Wellness

As we collectively ease into a new normal, it is important to maintain and improve our mental wellbeing, staying resilient
despite the effects of the global pandemic. 

Below we have listed some ideas for how you may seek to improve your welfare on a personal basis as well as at the
workplace, including important advice taken from the tripartite advisory on mental well-being at workplaces jointly issued by
Ministry of Manpower (MOM), Singapore National Employers Federation (SNEF) and National Trades Union Congress
(NTUC).

Personal wellbeing:
Spend time with your household and friends

Maintain a strong social connection with your loved ones, as
this will benefit not only your mental wellbeing but theirs too.
Pay close attention to those within your household, setting
time aside for meals together on a regular basis, and talk to
them if you notice any changes in their behaviour or mood.

Workplace mental health:
Promote a psychologically sound work environment

Supervisors may undergo training to spot signs of mental
distress, and on where they may be able to refer employees
who need to seek help. They may also schedule one-on-
one or team conversations on their employees' mental
health to find out more about their mental state.

Personal wellbeing:
Stay active and move around

Try to go outside at least once a day to get some fresh air or
exercise, whether this might be during your lunchtime or in
the morning. Get your daily dose of vitamin D3 which will
help to boost your immune system, ever essential during a
global pandemic!

Workplace mental health:
Strengthen the social support system at the workplace

Build bonds between your colleagues through team bonding
activities and foster a collaborative attitude in the workplace.
This will not only spread fun and positivity to the workplace,
but also help employees feel more connected with each
other.

Personal wellbeing:
Don't put too much on your plate

While we may all find ourselves with less on our social
calendar due to the current restrictions, it is important to not
allocate all your remaining time outside of work to your
studies. Take this time to explore your passions, widen your
existing skill-sets or even to get more sleep if you've been
overworking yourself!

Workplace mental health:
Implement a harmonious work-life balance

Always remember to get proper rest outside of work hours,
having a clear separation between work hours and after-
hours communication so that you do not feel overworked or
overly stressed. This will also increase your productivity as
you will not be burnt out, which means you will be able to
refresh your perspective after breaks to produce better
quality work.

Recent Activities

Graduation 2020 Photography Session

Between 14 - 15 December 2020, the centre organised a
professional photography session for our recent graduates
to celebrate their milestone achievement and welcome them
into our alumni family. We were heartened to see the happy
faces of our graduates, many of whom brought their family
members along to commemorate the day. We hope to see
you all share your favourite graduate photos with us on our
Facebook post or post the photo to your Instagram story
using the hashtag #MWSEAGrad2020 and tag us by 22
December for the chance to win exclusive University of
Manchester merchandise! Once again, we wish you all the
best as you begin on your alumni journey.

University of Manchester Global Charity
Run and MBSAAS Donation 2020

On 19th September 2020, over 240 students and alumni
came together in an inaugural University of Manchester
Global Charity Run, trying to set a new Guinness World
Record for ‘The most people running/jogging online
simultaneously”. The initiative was organised by the East
Asia centre and spanned across 16 time zones and 51
cities worldwide. Thereafter, on 1st October, the MBSAAS
presented a donation cheque of S$1,500 raised to its
beneficiary, The St John’s Home for Elderly Persons, on
behalf of the University of Manchester community in
Singapore.

Virtual Panel Discussion with Professor
Dame Nancy Rothwell and Professor
Steve Furber

Professor Dame Nancy Rothwell (President and Vice-
Chancellor of The University of Manchester) hosted an
illuminating virtual session alongside Professor Steve
Furber (ICL Professor of Computer Engineering, 2010
Millenium Technology Prize Laureate) on brain-inspired
computing, focusing on the SpiNNaker Project. The
session, held on 30th September, saw 53 attendees from
our alumni community, with thought-provoking queries
addressed on the day. Professor Dame Nancy Rothwell also
discussed the University's recent developments in the
region and our contributions to the fight against Covid-19.

Collaborations with HCSA Dayspring
SPIN to promote social responsibility

From October to December 2020, the South East Asia
Centre worked with HCSA Dayspring SPIN under the HCSA
Community Services to address their goals of supporting
solitary caregivers and improving the quality of life for single
parents who lack access to emotional, physical or practical
support. With the support of MBSAAS and alumnus Mr
Melvin Chia, we delivered a DISC profiling workshop along
with a free breakfast to participants of the workshop. We
also had the support of our wonderful student volunteers,
with Mr Lester Teo delivering a lively virtual storytelling
session with his daughter, Ms Lauren Teo and Ms Sumitta
Palaklang delivering a session on home-based science
experiments to children of the HCSA members.

Fireside Chat on Managing Your Studies
and Career Trajectory

On 10th December 2020, the centre organised an informal
and intimate gathering for new students at the centre,
providing them with a conducive platform to build and
deepen relationships with their peers face-to-face. Our
students also had the opportunity to hear from our
esteemed alumni and MBSAAS council members Mr Teo
Teck Loon and Ms Nicole Tretwer as well as alumnus Mr
eRic Choo. They discussed their own MBA journeys and
offered insights on how to manage their time effectively,
handing out useful study tips to our attendees and advice
on how to leverage on their networks for their chosen career
pathways.

Alumni Associations' Joint Panel
Discussion Webinar: Entrepreneurship: A
Cross Border Perspective

On 7th October 2020, the UOMAAS, the MBSAAS and the
UMAAM jointly held an inaugural virtual panel discussion
with great success, drawing close to 80 participants from
the Manchester community in Singapore and Malaysia. The
session featured our alumni panellists Mr Melvin Chia, Ms
Jaslin Lau, and Mr Zamir Rashid, with moderator Mr
Ganesan Periakarruppan, and touched on how our
panellists began on their entrepreneurial journey and the
challenges they had faced along the way.

Career Development Webinar: Dear HR,
what's next?

The centre organised an intimate webinar on 24 September
for students and alumni who wanted to learn more from a
seasoned HR professional about the trends and predictions
in the near future for the world of HR. The session drew
active HR professionals who participated keenly in
discussing breakthroughs during the current situation and
how to better engage employees. Our alumni speaker, Mr
Gary Lee, offered valuable insights and engagement
techniques during the session.

Career Development Webinar: Rebooting
Your Human Connections in the New-
Normal

The centre hosted another successful career development
webinar on 27th August 2020, with Global MBA alumnus,
Mr Tang Tze Chin, discussing his thoughts on the topic of
human connection. During the session, Tze Chin captivated
his audience as he explored the science of human
connection and shed light on how to create micro-moments
of quality connection to form and maintain human
connections in both professional and personal capacities,
despite global disruptions.

Visit from the SSSMUK to the South East
Asia Centre

In October, we welcomed the SSSMUK President, Mr
Randell Chan to visit our centre, where he was introduced
to Mr Wayne Soo, Emeritus President of the MBSAAS.
Subsequently, Mr Randell Chan came down to the centre
with SSSMUK Executive Committee members Ms Alanis
Moey (General Secretary), Ms Sun Ying (Publicity Director)
and Mr Bing Shin (Events Director), where they met the
Centre Director, Ms Lim Bee Ing to discuss the use of our
premises in helping undergraduates in their studies during
this unprecedented time. We are glad to have been able to
provide University of Manchester undergraduates with a
conducive work space from October to December in light of
their circumstances and to forge stronger bonds within our
community.

UMAAM AGM 2020

The UMAAM hosted their 3rd AGM on 5th September 2020,
encouraging students and alumni in the region to join them
in reflecting upon their activities for the period of 2019 –
2020. During the AGM, the UMAAM also elected new
members to the Executive Committee for the period of 2020
– 2022, with Dr. Jimmy Mok being elected President, Mr
Thavakumaran Jeyananthan elected as Vice-President, Mr
Mohammad Shahab Abdul Basit Paracha elected as
Secretary, Ms Shamilah Perumal as Asst. Secretary, Mr Tan
Chun Chee as Treasurer and Mr Khairul Adzam as Asst.
Treasurer.

MBSAAS Masterclass series -
Introduction to Algorithmic Trading

On 1st September 2020, the Manchester Business School
Alumni Association of Singapore (MBSAAS) held the last in
their series of Masterclass webinar sessions with IG, going
over an Introduction to Algorithmic Trading to all session
participants. Guest speaker Mr Terence Tan, Head of
Business Development and Education at IG Asia, went over
how to improve trading strategies and converting them into
algorithmic trading systems using ProRealTime.

What's next in 2021?

Next in: Alumni Perspectives Series, 7 January 2021

The Alliance MBS Alumni Relations Team and the Postgraduate Career Service look forward to the next in their Alumni
Perspective Series, welcoming Mr Andy Hill, Vice President of Strategic Initiatives for Mondelez North America on 7 January
2021, from 8-9pm (Singapore Time). Andy will be taking up a new role within Mondelez in January, leading their US Retail
Team, a $5bn division of their direct store of delivered business. Register with Madonna here.

Learn to plan effective career moves for 2021

Take the time to look into your target sectors, and gather industry insights to better position yourself in the local or regional
market! Take charge of your career by learning about recruitment trends and read relevant articles by industry experts
below! 

Hamlyn Williams | Preparing for Your 2021 Career Move 
Nasdaq | Want a New Job in 2021? Do These 6 Things 
Forbes | 2021 Career Predictions And New Trends 
Glassdoor | Workplace Trends 2021 
GMAC | Employers Expect 2021 Hiring of MBA and Business Master’s to Rebound 

All this and more...

Look out for more activities and events coming your way in the new year!

MSc in Financial Management

Check our all-new programme - the Master of Science (MSc) in Financial Management!

Ranked #21 in the world for Accounting & Finance*, The University of Manchester's MSc in Financial Management
programme will provide you with the knowledge and skills required for a successful financial career. Taught by highly
influential academics and industry practitioners, this programme aims to lay the general, wide-reaching foundations of
finance, as well as providing students with in-depth, practical knowledge. 

You will get the opportunity to study in Singapore, the 3rd most competitive financial centre in the world and Hong Kong,
home to many world-leading financial & fintech institutions and a gateway into the China market. The programme also
consists of company visits, guest lectures and networking events with finance leaders and C-suites, as well as exposure to
real-life business cases, helping you to bridge the gap between the classroom and real world from the get go.

Designed with working professionals in mind, there are no exams on the programme and assessments are 100%
assignment/coursework based. 

Type of course: Part-time (blended learning format)
Course duration: 24 months
Upcoming intake: September 2021

Email or call us at postgrad@manchester.edu.sg or +65 6226 0784 for more information. 

Know someone who might be keen in this programme? Successfully refer them to the Sep 2021 intake and receive S$280
worth of Grab and gift vouchers! CLICK HERE to refer now. 

*QS World Rankings 2020

Refer a friend or colleague today for exclusive benefits!

Check out our latest rewards for you!

Have you had an illuminating experience as a student on the Global MBA course? Refer a friend to help them acquire the
skill-sets they need to boost their career and receive a special Thank You from us!

How does it work?

Refer a potential student and receive a
S$30 Grab voucher*!

For every referral to our part-time Global MBA Programme,
receive a S$30 Grab voucher* (disbursed in the form of
S$15 GrabFood credits + S$15 GrabRide credits)!

Once your referee has successfully enrolled into the
programme, you will then be eligible to receive another
S$400 worth of shopping vouchers!^

Stand to receive up to S$1000 or even S$1500 worth of gift
vouchers with more referrals onto the programme!^^

A Petronas Petrol Card 
worth MYR1000 could be yours!

Are you one of our Malaysia-based alumni? Stand a chance
to win a customised reward for use in Malaysia only!

Make a referral to our part-time Global MBA Programme
today! Once your referee has successfully enrolled into the
programme, you will then be eligible to receive a Petronas
Petrol Card worth MYR1000!~ 

As there are limited seats left for the January 2021 intake, 
start referring now so as not to miss out!

* Only for referrals onto any of the January 2021 Global MBA programmes. The S$30 Grab credits will be issued to you
once the following criteria has been met: 
a. Ensure that your referral has met the basic entry requirements of the MBA programme
b. Provide us with your referral's name, email address, mobile no., company, job title and years of working experience
c. Ensure that your friend/colleague attends our MBA preview or 1-to-1 consultation (in-person/virtual), after which we will
get in touch with them to arrange a meeting
d. You will be contacted to collect your reward(s) once the above criteria has been met.

^ You will receive S$400 worth of shopping vouchers only when you successfully refer your friend/colleague into any of the
January 2021 Global MBA programmes. The vouchers will be disbursed to you once the intake withdrawal deadline has
passed. Other T&Cs may apply. 

^^ You will receive S$1000/S$1500 worth of shopping vouchers only when you successfully refer 2/3 of your
friends/colleagues onto any of the January 2021 Global MBA programmes. The vouchers will be disbursed to you once the
intake withdrawal deadline has passed. Other T&Cs may apply.

~ For Malaysia residents only. You will receive a Petronas Card worth MYR1000 only when you successfully refer your
friend/colleague into any of the January 2021 Global MBA programmes. The Petronas Petrol Card will be disbursed to you
once the intake withdrawal deadline has passed. Other T&Cs may apply.

Contact the Admissions Team to find out more. Drop us an email at mbaenquiries@manchester.edu.sg.

Happy Holidays, One and All!

Dear All,

As we approach the end of the year, we would like to wish all of our student and alumni community around the South East
Asia region a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 

We would also like to inform you that the Manchester Worldwide (S.E. Asia) office will be closed for Christmas and New
Year celebrations from 24 December 2020 until 1 January 2021 (both dates inclusive). We will resume operations again on
Monday, 4 January 2021.

From everyone at the centre, we hope you have a wonderful time celebrating the holidays with your loved ones and we look
forward to seeing you again in the new year!

If you choose not to receive these messages, please Click Here to unsubscribe.
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